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MINIMUM VARIANCE MEAN ESTIMATION FOR STOCHASTIC 
PROCESSES WITH NORMAL POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION
The research dociunented in this dissertation con

cerns optim-um estimation of the mean value for a class of 
stochastic processes. The class includes real-valued, wide- 
sense stationary processes with normally distributed power 
spectra. It will be assumed throughout that the processes 
discussed are ergodic for the mean value and autocovariance 
function so that statistical and temporal averages can be 
interchanged.

This research is motivated by its application to 
certain problems from radar theory. The stochastic pro
cesses described are frequently used to model signals caused 
by reflections from atmospheric precipitation or the surface 
of the sea. In the case of atmospheric precipitation, drop 
size spectra and precipitation rates can be measured from 
the intensity of the reflections. Estimation of the signal 
intensity can be mathematically equivalent to the previously 
stated estimation problem. Improvements in the performance
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of meteorological radars, either in the accuracy of the 
measurements or in their time or spatial resolution, often 
require the development of estimation techniques which 
extract more information from the available observations. 
Optimum estimation techniques, such as studied herein, are 
usually desired when they can be found.

The primary emphasis in this dissertation is on 
discrete-time estimation; here, the observed data are a 
finite number of equally-spaced sample values from the sto
chastic process. The form of the estimator is restricted to 
linear, unbiased combinations of the observed data, and the 
minimization of estimator variance is the criterion for 
optimality. Under these assumptions, analytic expressions 
for the inverse of the covariance matrix, the optimum esti
mator, and its variance are developed. The variance of the 
optimum estimator is compared to the variance of a commonly 
used estimator, the sample mean. The sample mean is 
obtained by simple averaging of the observed data. The 
results from a numerical simulation are also presented.

A brief discussion of continuous-time estimation is 
included. The continuous-time estimator is based on obser
ving the stochastic process for a continuous but finite 
interval and forming a linear, unbiased functional of the 
observed data. Minimization of estimator variance is again 
the criterion for optimality.



CHAPTER II

PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT

Definitions and Notation 
The following definitions and notation are intro

duced to establish a common basis for discussing stochastic 
processes as they pertain to the stated problem. For the 
most part, the development follows Papoulis [l], although 
some changes will be introduced. The notation

X(t)

will represent a stochastic process which varies with time, 
denoted by t. The value of the process at some specific 
time, t^, is the random variable

X(t^) or X^

when no confusion will result. The mean of the stochastic 
process X(t) is '' /

ji(t) = E{X(t)} ( 2-1)

where e £ •} denotes the expectation operation. The autocor
relation of X(t) is given by
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R(t^,t2) = E[X(t^)X(t2)}. (2-2)

Closely related to the autocorrelation is the autocovariance 
which is defined by

Cft^/tg) = E{(X(t^)-n(t^))(X(t2)-^i(t2) )}. (2-3)

For wide-sense stationary stochastic processes, the 
mean does not vary with time so that (2-1) becomes

|i( t) = p.. ( 2-4)

Also, the autocorrelation and autocovariance depend only on 
the absolute value of the difference

T = V t i .

Thus, (2-2) and (2-3) become, respectively,

R(t^,t2) =R(r) =R(-T) (2-5)

and

C(t^,t2) =C(r) =C(-t ) =R( t )-̂ L̂ . (2-6)

Henceforth, all stochastic processes mentioned will be wide- 
sense stationary unless otherwise stated.

At times, it will be useful to have the normalized 
autocovariance defined by

p(r) =C( t )/C(0). (2-7)

The power spectral density of a process is the
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Fourier transform of its autocorrelation, denoted by

S(cj) = R(T)exp( - jü>r)dT, (2-8)

where j = V-1 and w  is angular frequency.
Later discussions will refer to rational power spec

tral density, meaning that S(o)) can be expressed as the
2ratio of two finite and nonzero degree polynomials in ui .

The degree of the numerator polynomial will be no greater 
than that of the denominator, and numerator and denominator 
will contain no common roots.

The variance of a random variable, X^, is

var(X^) = E{(X^-E{X^})^}.

When X^ is a sample from X(t) at t = t^,

var(X^) = C(0).

Thus a measure of the variance of the stochastic process 
can be derived from C(t ) at r = 0.

An estimate of the mean (i will be designated by

(À»

and the bias of an estimate is defined by

bias = e £|1}-|j, . (2-9)

An estimate is said to be unbiased if the bias is identi
cally zero. The variance of the estimate is
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var(ji) = e {(|1-E{|1} )^}

which can be summed with the square of the bias to obtain

var(jî )+bias^ = e{ (p,-(x .

The right-hand side of this expression is the mean-squared 
error (mse).

Problem Characterization 
Examination of (2-8) shows that, if a stochastic 

process has nonzero mean, its power spectral density will 
contain an impulse 6 (t ), or Dirac delta function, at the 
origin of the frequency axis. At times this will be a math
ematical inconvenience that can be circumvented by consider
ing the original process as the sum of a zero-mean process 
and a constant. The zero-mean process has the same power 
spectral density as that of the original process, minus the 
impulse. This is equivalent to defining the power spectral 
density as the Fourier transform of the autocovariance.

The normal power spectral density for processes to 
be discussed will be taken to be

s(w) = c( 0) (VîŸ/a)exp( ), (2-11)

where C(0) and a are positive constants. The corresponding 
autocovariance is the inverse Fourier transform of (2-11), 
and can be calculated as done in [2]. The result of the 
calculation is



c(r) = c ( o ) e x p ( - a . (2-12)

The normalized autocovariance is

^(t ) = exp(-a^T^). (2-13)

Hence the autocovariance also has the shape of a normal 
density.

It is appropriate to note that a stochastic process 
with normal power spectral density is not, in general, the 
better known normal, or Gaussian, stochastic process. The 
latter process is characterized by the requirement that the 
N random variables

X(t^), XXtg), . . . , X(t^)

have jointly normal, or Gaussian, probability distributions 
for all N and all

t^, '^2» . . . »  tjj.

In contrast, the requirement that a process have normal 
power spectral density leaves the form of the probability 
distributions open.

The power spectral density can be expressed using 
the Maclaurin series as

s(6ü)=c(0)(VïŸ/a)Z^%o (-<o^/4a^)^/k: (2-i4)

which, according to the previous definition, is irrational.
As shown later, knowledge of the autocovariance is
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sufficient for the formulation of the linear, minimum- 
variance, unbiased estimator. This can be advantageous as 
experimental determination of the power spectral density and 
hence, autocovariance, is a more tractable engineering 
effort than determination of probability distributions.
Also advantageous is that, for unbiased estimation, minimi
zation of variance is tantamount to minimization of mse.
This criterion often results in more tractable mathematics 
than other measures of estimator performance.

Previous Work 
This section discusses the major historical develop

ments of estimation theory as related to the stated problem. 
No attempt is made to be inclusive due to the great number 
of contributions to the theory. There are frequent refer
ences to rational power spectral densities for the following 
reason; the output of a linear, time-invariant physical 
system excited by white noise is a stochastic process with 
rational power spectral density. White noise refers to a 
process with power spectral density of the form

S(cu) = k

where k is a positive constant.
The first treatments of estimation of stochastic 

processes were given independently by Wiener [4] and by 
Kolmogorov [5]. This theory considers the estimation of a 
process, called the signal, when observations are corrupted
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by the addition of a second process, the noise. The inter
val of observation extends to the infinite past, and both 
signal and noise must be stationary. No deterministic com
ponents are permitted. The optimum estimator is found by 
solving a linear integral equation of particular form, 
called the Wiener-Hopf equation. Wiener's method of solu
tion, spectral factorization, necessitates the restriction 
to processes with rational power spectral densities. A 
later derivation of the Wiener theory by Bode and Shannon 
[6] is based on electric circuit rather than probabilistic 
concepts but arrives at the same results as Wiener's.

The work of Zadeh and Ragazzini [7] extends the 
theory to include signals composed of a stochastic process 
summed with a polynomial of known maximum degree and unknown 
coefficients. The extension to finite observation time is 
also covered. However, the restriction to stochastic pro
cesses with rational power spectral densities is retained to 
permit solution of a modified Wiener-Hopf equation.

Lees [8], Johnson [9], and Blum [lO] all solve prob
lems similar to that of Zadeh and Ragazzini but for the dis
crete time estimator. Consequently, the optimum estimators 
are found as solutions to systems of linear equations rather 
than integral equations; therefore, the restriction to 
rational power spectral densities is not immediately appli
cable. However, the solutions are then in the form of 
inverses of covariance matrices for which analytic expres
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sions cannot generally be found.

The work of Kalman [ll] and Kalman and Bucy [l2] 
extends the basic Wiener theory to multivariate problems in 
discrete or continuous time. The signal is modeled as the 
output of a linear, possibly time-varying, physical system 
excited by white noise. The measurement noise is assumed to 
be white. The latter restriction is reduced by Bryson and 
Johansen [13] and Bucy [14] to requiring that the measure
ment noise be modeled as the signal.

For summarizing the relationship of the preceding 
to the problem at hand, one of two characterizations 
applies. Either the estimation method excludes noise models 
of the desired form, or the solution for the estimator is 
given as the inverse of a covariance matrix.

There have been several notable efforts at expres
sing the inverse of a covariance matrix explicitly.
Siddiqui [l5] and Whittle [l6] have developed methods based 
on the process having an autoregressive representation, a 
requirement more restrictive than having rational power 
spectral density. Janos [l7] and Skidmore [l8] have gener
alized the method to rational power spectral densities.

These four methods all rely on solving a system of 
linear equations of dimension equal to the degree of the 
denominator of S(w). When this dimension is considerably 
smaller than the dimension of the covariance matrix, a 
worthwhile computational advantage can result. These
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methods do not, however, apply to normal power spectral 
densities.

Applications
After reviewing the preponderance of literature 

devoted to stochastic processes with rational power spectral 
densities, some question might naturally arise as to the 
significance of irrational power spectral densities. As 
noted by Whittle [l6], " . . .  almost invariably processes 
which involve an infinite number of variâtes (such as a ran
dom field in space) will have an s.d.f. [spectral density 
function] which is, indeed, transcendental." An example 
process is the meteorological radar signal, the result of 
radar energy reflected by precipitation in the atmosphere. 
This section considers estimating the average power of this 
signal, which is of practical interest because it is indica
tive of precipitation rates or drop size spectra.

Both Atlas [l9] and Battan [20] contain comprehen
sive developments of meteorological radar signal character
istics, some of which are summarized here. The probability 
distributions of the signal amplitudes are jointly normal, 
so that the signal is a normal stochastic process. This 
fact is useful for developing the example although not nec
essary for formulation of the estimator.

The power spectral density of the signal closely
2fits a normal curve with variance and mean The var

iance results primarily from air turbulence and wind shear
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■within the sample vol'ume defined by the antenna beamwidth 
and transmitted pulse length. Variance is related to the 
wavelength of the transmitted signal by

2where X is wavelength and , the variance of the radial
velocity distribution, typically ranges from 1 to 10 

2 2meter /second . The mean, (j.̂, is the sum of the transmitted 
frequency and the doppler shift caused by the mean radial 
velocity of the precipitation within the sample volume. The 
mean doppler shift, (î , and the mean radial velocity, 
are related by

M-d = .

Typical values of range from -30 to 30 meter/second, and 
positive values of correspond to decreasing radial 
ranges. For most weather radars, A. lies between 1 and 10 
cm, so that the bandwidth of the signal is quite small com
pared to the transmitting frequency.

In conventional radars the spectral density is lin
early translated to a lower, intermediate frequency (IF) for 
amplification. The mean, p.̂ , may then be considered to be 
the sum of the IF and the doppler shift without loss of gen
erality. Compared to common IFs, about 30 MHz, the band
width of the signal is still small.

IF amplification is usually followed by signal
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detection and low-pass filtering. The input-output rela
tion is generally taken to be linear, square-law, or loga
rithmic. Only the square-law and linear responses will be 
considered here.

Davenport and Root [21] show that the output power 
spectral density of the square-law detector is the input 
spectral density convolved with itself when the input pro
cess is normal. For the input spectral density described 
above, the output spectral density consists of normal curves 
centered about a normal curve centered about the
origin, and a delta function at the origin. Low-pass fil
tering after detection removes the components at -2|î  with
out affecting the other components. What remains is a sto
chastic process with normal spectral density centered about 
the origin and nonzero mean as indicated by the delta func
tion. The mean is equal to the average power of the input 
process, which is the quantity to be estimated.

The linear response case, as developed in [21], is 
similar to the preceding except that the mean of the output 
process is proportional to the square root of the input 
process average power. Consequently, the estimate of the 
output process mean must be squared and scaled to give an 
unbiased estimate of the input process average power.

In view of the preceding, we conclude that estima
tion of the meteorological radar signal average power is 
equivalent to estimation of the mean of a stochastic process
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with normal power spectral density when the radar has either 
square-law or linear IF response. Two qualifications to 
this conclusion are necessary, however. The preceding dis
cussion has not considered the effect of radar system noise, 
which may not be serious when the meteorological signal has 
relatively much greater power. Second, the estimation 
method to be developed requires a priori knowledge of , 
which is not generally available. Methods of estimating 
are available; see, for example. Miller and Rochwarger [22].



CHAPTER III 

DISCRETE-TIME ESTIMATION 

Formulation
In this chapter> the problem of estimating, from a 

set of discrete samples, the mean of a stochastic process 
with normal power spectral density is formulated and solved. 
It is assumed that the number of samples is finite, and that 
the samples are equally spaced in time. It is also assumed 
that the normalized autocovariance, given by (2-13), is 
known.

Although the equations that the linear, minimum- 
variance, unbiased estimator, jj,, must satisfy are known, 
they are derived here so that they will be readily available 
in the desired form. Given are the N sample values,

X(t), X(t+Tg), . . . , X(tt(N-l)T^),

of the process X(t) taken at intervals of T^. The estima
tor, ]1, is a linear combination of the samples so that

^ =^i=l ^i^i' (3-1)

where X^=X(t+(i-l)T^) and the W^'s are unknown weights.

15
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Since p, is to be unbiased, (2-9) must be identically zero 
and

= e Cî.} W^x^} w .e Cx ^} w^.

Hence, for |1 to be unbiased, it must be true that

2i^lWi = l. (3-2)

By defining X as the column N-vector whose elements are the 
sample values, X^, and W as the column N-vector whose ele
ments are the weights, W^, (3-1) can be written as

|i =w'^X (3-3)

Twhere W denotes the transpose of N. By defining U as the 
N-vector whose elements, U^, all satisfy

= 1,

(3-2) may be written as

w'̂ U = 1. ( 3-4)

The variance of "jl which is to be minimized is given
by

var(tl) =E[(&-E[&})2] = e £ ( A-w'^U^i ) ̂ }

= (X-Un ) (X-U|i )"̂ }W. (3-5)

TThe expression (X-U|i ) (X-Uji ) is a square matrix of dimension
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N. An element of row i and column j is (X̂ -(j, ) (X -̂[1 ). From 
(2-3),

E£(X.-ji)(X =C((i-j)T ).-L J S

Therefore, the covariance matrix [c] can be defined by

[c] = e £(X-Uij.)(X-U(i )'̂ }

with the elements of [c] denoted by C. .=C((i-j)T ). Now,3-3 s
(3-5) may be expressed as

var(|l ) = W^[C]W. (3-6)

Rather than minimize the variance of ji,, it is more conven
ient to use the normalized variance defined by

= var((l )/C( 0).

By defining the normalized covariance matrix [^] with ele-
2ments = d can be written as

(3-7)
9since C(0) is a positive constant, minimizing d~ is equiv

alent to minimizing var(|i).
2The minimization of d is straightforward and pro

cédés by first defining the objective function, J, as

J(W,Y) = w'^[^]w+2Y(l-W^U) 

where y is a Lagrange multiplier. Next are required values
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of W and Y which satisfy the conditions

| § =  = 2w '^C^]-2yU^, (3-8)

The notation _0 is used for the N element zero vector. With 
some rearrangement, (3-8) and (3-9) become

[^]W = YU, (3-10)

u'̂ W = 1. (3-11)

Simultaneous solution of these equations is effected by mul
.Tr -1-1tiplying (3-10) by U [j)] and substituting (3-11) to get

u'̂ Cf ]"^[p]W= 1 = Yu'̂ Cjj]’^u

which leads to

Y = (U^C^]"^)“ .̂ (3-12)

Multiplying (3-10) by and substituting (3-12) yields

W =  (u'^Cj)]"^)'^^]"^. (3-13)

Substituting (3-13) into (3-7) and simplifying results in

= (u'̂ [j3]“^U)"^. (3-14)

In summary, the optimum estimator is determined by 
the weight vector, W. In turn, W and the minimum value of
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the normalized variance are determined by the inverse of the 
normalized covariance matrix through (3-13) and (3-14). It 
will be shown later that, for any finite number of samples 
from a process with normal power spectral density, the 
determinant of ] is always positive. This is sufficient 
to insure that the inverse of ] always exists. Further
more, the determinants of the normalized covariance matrices 
for 1, 2, . . .  , and N-1 samples are the principal minors 
of ] for N samples. Since these determinants are all 
positive, the N eigenvalues of [p] are positive, which 
insures that the solution given by (3-13) is a true minimum. 
Were the eigenvalues of not all positive, the solution 
of (3-13) might have maximized the variance of .

Three and Four Sample Estimates 
For estimates based on three or four samples, the 

weight vector, W, can be found without specifying the form 
of ^(r) by manually inverting the normalized covariance 
matrix. The algebra is lengthy and tedious, so only the 
results will be given. For three samples.

%=(3-4fl2+fl3)
-1

l-fl2
1-2?12+?13
1-Pl2

(3-15)

and for four samples.
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%=(4-2Pi2-4pi3+2fl4)-1
1-Pl3
1-Pl2-Pl3+Pl4
l-Pl2-fl3+Pl4
1-Pl3

(3-16)

The validity of (3-15) and (3-16) may be verified by substi
tution into (3-13). The uniqueness of (3-15) and (3-16) 
follows directly from the uniqueness of [p]

These analytic expressions for N allow the demon
stration of a fundamental difference between stochastic pro
cesses with rational versus normal power spectral densities. 
For three sample estimates and processes with rational 
power spectral density, it can be shown that

lim d = 1.
T -»0s

by the following manipulation. First, substitute (3-15) 
into (3-7) and simplify to show that

(3-17)

For processes with rational power spectral density, Doob 
[23] shows that

,2MP (t ) K^expO^jrl ) (3-18)

where the 8^'s are the zeros of the denominator of S(a) ),
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assumed here to be of degree M. The K^’s are constants

2determined by the partial fraction expansion of S(oj ). 
Since y(0) = 1, the K^'s must satisfy

s “ l K. =1.

By writing exp(g^|r[ ) as a MacLaurin series, (3-18) can be 
rearranged to read

ÿ(T) = 1+Kt +0(t ^)

2where 0(r ) denotes terms of second or higher degree of T 
and K is a constant given by

K = S * i  K.B..

Hence,

?12=l+KTg+0(Ts2)

Substituting these expressions into (3-17) results in

- -2KT^+0(T_2) i+0(T=)= ---- §--------=  s_
-2KTg+0(Tg2) i+0(Tg)

Since all terms in 0(T ) contain T to some positive power.

lim O(T^) = 0,
T -4.0 ®s
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and, finally,

lim (ĵ  = 1,
T-*0s

For processes with normal power spectral density, 
the corresponding limit is not 1 but 2/3. This can be shown 
by first defining

A = exp(-a^Tg^). (3-19)

Then, the elements of ] are given by

2
p. . = exp(-(i-j)2%2T 2)=A(i"j) . (3-20)/ 1J s

Applying (3-20) to (3-17) yields

d 2 = l 2 2 A V _  (3-21)
3-4A+A^

The limit can not be taken yet as

Application of I'Hopital's rule will eliminate the indeter
minant form; alternately, observe that (3-21) can be fac
tored into

(1-A)2 (3+2A+A^) 3+2A+A^
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The desired limit can now be calculated as

lim = I . ( 3-23)
T-^0s

A similar pair of calculations for four sample 
estimates results in the same numerical values for the two 
respective limits. The result of (3-23) may at first sug
gest the possibility of obtaining something for nothing by 
combining three samples so closely spaced in time that they 
have the "same" value and yet achieving a reduction in the 
variance of the estimate. Such is definitely not the case. 
Examination of the behavior of W for vanishingly small val
ues of T shows that s

lim W =
T-*-0s

+00

+00

Consequently, the possibility suggested is physically 
unrealizable.

Inverse of the Covariance Matrix 
Manual inversion of the covariance matrix, as used 

in the previous section, becomes prohibitively complex for 
more than four samples. Numerical inversion is possible by 
several known algorithms; however, for stochastic processes 
with normal power spectral density and large numbers of
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samples, these algorithms become increasingly inaccurate due 
to round-off errors and limited dynamic range of digital 
computers. Also, numerical inversion does not lend itself 
to functional analysis of the inverse. For these reasons, 
an algorithm for generating a closed-form expression for the 
inverse seems attractive. The remainder of this section is 
devoted to deriving such an algorithm.

Because the covariance matrix and normalized covar
iance matrix are related by

[C] = C(0)[o] , 

their inverses are related by

[y]-i = c(o)[c]-i .

Therefore, it will suffice to invert either [c] or To
indicate that [. ] is an N x N  matrix, the notation

nC-]

will be adopted. For simplicity, the conventions of (3-19) 
and (3-20) will be followed;

A = exp( -a^Tg^) ,

?ij .

The normalized covariance matrix can be expressed as
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N[p] =

0

A

&(N-1)2 A(N-2)2 a (N-3)^

(N-1)'

(N-2)'

(N-3)'

0

(3-24)

The inverse of will be given in terms of the
polynomial array, ^[M]. Each element of ^[M] is a 
polynomial in B, where B is defined by

B = A^ . (3-25)

For N = 1, the array has one element and is given by

i M  =[1] . (3-26)

For N> 1, the elements of ^[M], denoted by are found
from the following recursion:

N^ij = (l Gil)(l"Gji) N-l^i-l,j-l

(3-27)

where 6^^ is the Kronecker delta defined by
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6^j = l for i = j 

6^j = 0 for i / j »

and u(n) is the unit step function defined by

u( n) =1 for n^ 0 
u( n) =0 for n < 0 .

The inverse of [^] can now be stated in the form of 
a theorem using the notation

[ G ]  = [ p ] -1

Theorem 1. For of the form given by (3-24),
jjQm ] as defined in (3-26) and (3-27), and N >2, the elements 
of ^[G], the inverse of jJIp]» are defined by

jjG. , = (-A) . (3-28)

The proofs of both Theorem 1 and the following theorem for 
the determinant of are deferred to Appendix A due to
their lengths.

Theorem 2. For of the form given by (3-24)
and N5i2, the determinant of is defined by

det(^[p] ) = ( l-B^)^"’̂ . ( 3-29)

As noted earlier, when a and T^ are positive, p(aT^) = A is 
always less than 1; therefore, B is also less than 1.
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Examination of (3-29) shows that if B is not 1 the deter
minant of is never zero. Thus the existence of the
inverse of is guaranteed.

Computation of the inverse of jqCpl» W, and using 
the above formulas is straightforward but becomes too com
plex for hand calculation for large values of N. When N = 6, 
for example, the expressions for W and d contain polynom
ials in A of degree 30. This point is further illustrated 
in Appendix C, which lists all of the polynomials, j, for 
values of N from 2 to 5.

It seems quite feasible to program a digital com
puter to perform these computations, and, since they involve 
only integer values, numerical accuracy should not be a 
problem. Because the results of these computations are gen
eral expressions, the computations need be performed only 
once for each value of N. After the general expressions are 
determined, they could be truncated, retaining only as many 
terms as required for a specified degree of accuracy. In 
this way, accuracy of the solution could be controlled, 
rather than dictated by algorithmic or computer hardware 
limitations. However, this aspect of the problem will not 
be pursued further as part of this research.

Comparison of Estimator Variances 
Having developed the defining equations for the 

minimum-variance, unbiased estimator and methods of solu
tion, examination of the performance of this estimator is
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nov of interest. This is done by computing the normalized 

2variance, d , and comparing it with the normalized variance 
of a more common estimator, the sample mean. For N samples, 
the sample mean, |T, is defined by

U = N - ^  Xj.

or, in terms of previous notation

{I=n “V x . (3-30)

2The normalized variance, s , of the sample mean is derived 
by Costas [24] as

s ^ = n "^+n "^ 2(N-i) iTg) ,

which can be equivalently expressed as

s^ = N " V [ ^ ] U  . (3-31)

2 2The normalized variances, d and s , were computed
from (3-14) and (3-31), respectively, for a range of values
of aTg. Figures 1 through 5 display the results graphically
for N =3, 4, 8, 16, and 32, respectively. The curves on the
graphs were drawn by connecting the data points with
straight lines. All calculations were done using the IBM
370/158 computer at the University of Oklahoma.

2 2In each figure, both d and s asymtotically 
-1approach N for large values of aT^. For values of aT^
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2approaching zero, s approaches 1. In Figure 1 for N = 3 and
2Figure 2 for N = 4, d approaches 2/3 as aT^ goes to zero.

This behavior is consistent with analytic results given
2earlier. For N = 8 ,  15, and 32, d approaches a different 

limit as aT^ goes to zero. The limit appears to be equal to 
8/15 although this has not been verified analytically. The 
ratio of optimum estimator variance to the sample mean var
iance is never greater than 1 (otherwise, the optimum esti
mator would not have minimum variance) and may be as small 
as about 1/2.

Numerical Simulation 
The optimum estimator was applied to a simulated 

stochastic process to verify its predicted performance. The 
simulated stochastic process was generated using the Univer
sity of Oklahoma IBM 370/158 computer and programs designed 
from descriptions by Sirmans and Bumgarner [25]. Their 
method uses pseudo-random numbers with exponential and uni
form probability densities as the squared magnitudes and 
phases, respectively, for the Fourier coefficients of a 
sequence of sample values. With appropriate scaling, the 
squared magnitudes approximate the desired normal power 
spectral density. After conversion from polar to rectang
ular form, the Fourier coefficients were transformed by a 
Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to a set of sample values 
in the time domain.
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After the sample values were generated, they were 

scaled and summed according to (3-3) to form the optimum 
estimate. The entire procedure was repeated many times, and 
the sample variance of the resulting set of estimates was 
computed. The sample variance was compared to the derived 
expression for estimator variance for verification of the 
estimator’s performance.

The result of the simulation effort did not verify 
the performance of the optimum estimator, but instead 
revealed a sensitivity to inaccuracy in the covariance of 
the synthesized sample values. To illustrate the magnitude 
of the sensitivity, consider the effect of adding white 
noise to each of the sample values, represented by

Yi = X^+k e^ ,

where the e^'s are zero-mean random variables satisfying

E[e^ej] = 6 ,

e £eĵ X j} = 0 .

The value of the constant, k, determines the relative amount 
of noise; the signal-to-noise power ratio is k~^.

The covariance matrix of a sequence of Y ^ ’s is 
defined by

[(ÿ] = L<j) ]+k^[l]

where [i] is the identity matrix. When is substituted
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for [^] in (3-7), the variance of the estimator becomes

d ^ + k V w  = |w  ̂.

2 are both positive, the variance of the 
estimator is increased by the addition of noise to the 
samples.

The simulation described above used eight sample 
estimates and the value of aT^ was 0.1. The values of the
components of W corresponding to these parameters are given

I I 2 7in Table 1. The resulting value of |W is 9.21x10 . In
this instance, a signal-to-noise ratio of 83 db will cause
the variance of the optimum estimator to double.

The sensitivity to noise appears to decrease as the
sample values become less correlated, or as aT^ increases.
However, as aT^ increases, the improvement offered by the
optimum estimator over that of the sample mean diminishes.
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TABLE 1
Values of W for N = 8, aT^ = 0.1

i Wi

1 6.74 X 10^

2 -3.10 X 10^

3 5.28 X 10^

4 -2.85 X 10^

5 -2.85 X 10^

5 5.28 X 10^

7 -3.10 X 10^

8 6.74 X 10^



CHAPTER IV 

CONTINUOUS-TIME ESTIMATION

The continuous-time estimator is restricted to be an 
unbiased, linear functional of a continuous, but finite, 
observation of the stochastic process. In the form derived 
here, the minimum-variance estimator is physically unreal
izable but does estimate the mean value with zero variance.

The estimator is formulated by

|1=J’q w(T)x(r)dr (4-i)

where W(t ) is a weight function and X(r) is, as before, the 
stochastic process. The duration of the observation inter
val is T. The unbiasedness of the estimator is assured by 
requiring that

1 = X q W(T)dT . (4-2)

The variance of the estimator, denoted by var((l), is

var(jl) = X q X q W(T)WC^)C(T-^)dTch^ , (4-3)

where C(t) is the autocovariance of the process,

38
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Zadeh and Raggazini [7] show through classical vari

ational techniques that minimization of (4-3) necessitates 
satisfying the condition.

Xq W(T)C(T-i^)dT = Y for 0^ v  (4-4)

where y is a constant. The method of solving (4-4) given in 
[7] is restricted to stochastic processes with rational 
power spectral densities. Specifically, if

then the solution for W(r) is of the form.

W ( T ) = k  + Sj"J c%6(i)(T)+d^ô(l)(T-T) . (4-6)

Here the c^'s, d^'s, and k are all constants. When (4-6) is 
substituted into (4-1), the form of the optimum estimator 
becomes

= kJ^Q X(T)dT+Z?=o Cj_X^^^O)+d^X^ ̂ \ t ) . (4-7)

The normal power spectral density, as given by 
(2-14), may be uniformly approximated by finite series of 
the form in (4-5) for increasingly greater values of n. In 
light of (4-7), the optimum estimator should thus require 
derivatives of the stochastic process of all orders. An 
estimator using derivatives of all orders which has zero
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variance can be constructed using the following theorem from 
Bartlett [26] or Papoulis [l].

Theorem 3. If C(r) has derivatives of any order and

C(t ) c(i)(0)T^(il)"l

then,

X(t+T) = (ii )"^ (4-8)

for all values of t and T«
Since the requirement of Theorem 3 on C(t ) is satis

fied by stochastic processes with normal power spectral den
sity, then X(t) can be predicted without error for all val
ues of t from knowledge at only one point in time of the 
process and its derivatives of all orders.

For stochastic processes which are ergodic in the 
mean, Papoulis [ l] proves that

(J, = lim(2T)"^ / X(T)dT . (4-9)T-*oo

By setting t equal to zero in (4-8) and substituting into 
(4-9), we arrive at the result,

|i = lim (2T)"^ J' 0 )t (̂ il )"^dr • (4-10)T-oo

The implication of this expression is that the mean can be 
estimated with variance of zero, at least conceptually.
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No attention has been given to the question of convergence 
for (4-10) due to the physically unrealizability of the 
expression. However, considering the behavior of the analo
gous discrete-time estimators for large numbers of samples, 
convergence seems unlikely.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

For discrete-time, minimum-variance estimation of 
the mean value of stochastic processes, the estimators and 
their variances depend solely on the inverse of the covari
ance matrix. One result of this research is a closed-form 
expression for the inverse of the covariance matrix when 
the stochastic process has normal power spectral density.
The inverse is found from a sequence of recursively- 
generated polynomial arrays, which were also developed dur
ing the research.

The variance of the optimum estimator is shown to 
decrease relative to that of the sample mean as the covari
ance between sucessive sample values increases. Depending 
on the number of samples used in the estimate, the variance 
of the optimum estimator can be as small as half that of the 
sample mean. As the covariance between sucessive sample 
values decreases, the variance of the optimum estimator 
approaches that of the sample mean.

The indicated reduction in variance for the optimum 
estimator is attainable only if the power spectral density
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is exactly normal. The addition of relatively small amounts 
of white noise causes a rapid increase in estimator variance 
unless the covariance between sucessive sample values is 
small. The inclusion of additive white noise is represent
ative of thermal noise present in physical circuits and of 
quantization noise generated by analog-to-digital conversion. 
In simulations using digital computers, truncation errors 
and finite precision number representations also generate 
such noise. Since these noise sources are almost always 
present in practical applications, the viability of the est
imation technique in its current state of development is 
questionable.

The estimator displays this sensitivity because, 
with the addition of noise, the appropriate covariance 
matrix is no longer [p] as for the noise-free case, but 
[p] + » where is the reciprocal of the signal-to-
noise ratio. Consequently, additional research to find a 
closed-form inverse for [p]+k^[l] would, if successful, be 
clearly beneficial. This approach would require knowledge 
of the signal-to-noise ratio, in contrast to the original 
implicit assumption that there is no noise present (k is 
equal to zero). In many practical situations, the signal- 
to-noise ratio can be reliably estimated or measured. The 
sensitivity of estimator variance to deviations in k from 
its assumed value appears to be greatest when k is assumed 
to be zero. Thus, if more realistic values for k could be
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used, the sensitivity may be sufficiently reduced to yield 
an effective estimation method.

The effort required to find an inverse for 
[p] + k^[l] will probably be at least as great as that 
required for the inverse of [p]. The problem appears to be 
untreated in the literature and could be a worthy disserta
tion topic. One approach to the problem would be to modify 
the polynomial arrays used for the inverse of [p] to account 
for the addition of the noise term. However, preliminary 
studies of this approach did not show great promise.

The closed-form inverse developed for the covariance 
matrix, [p], may find applications in other problems of pre
diction, filtering, or parameter estimation for processes 
with normal power spectral density. Applications could 
include estimator formulation or analysis.

The exploration of the continuous-time estimator 
does not lead to a practical estimator but does serve to 
demonstrate the zero variance estimate conceptually 
attainable.
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APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Theorem 1. For of the form given by (3-24),
^pM] as defined in (3-25) and (3-27), and N ^ 2 ,  the elements 
of the inverse, ^ G ] , of ] are defined by

N-1 nx-1 (A-1)

Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is by induction. 
First use the recursion of (3-27) on (3-26) to show that 
_[M] is given by

,[m ] =

Then, from Theorem 1, is given by

)[G] = ( l-A^)"!
1 -A 
-A 1

That gCG] is the inverse of can be verified by showing
that their product is the identity matrix (a necessary and 
sufficient condition),
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2LG] 2II9 ] =
' 1 -A “1 A 1 o'
-A 1 A 1 0 1

Therefore, Theorem 1 is true for N = 2. Next it is necessary 
to prove that, if Theorem 1 is true for N-1, then it is true 
for N. We will again use the fact that ^ G ]  is the inverse 
of if and only if their product is the N xN identity
matrix. This is equivalent to requiring that

N
^j=l N^ij N?jk"  ̂ik (A-2)

for all values of i and k from 1 to N. If Theorem 1 is 
assumed to be true for N-1, then

^j=l N-l^ij N-l^jk-  ̂ik (A-3)

can be taken as an identity for all values of i and k from 
1 to N-1, It remains to be shown that if (A-3) is true, 
then (A-2) is true. Substitution of (3-20) and (3-27) into 
(A-2) results in

.\2

1(1 N-l^i-l,j-l
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^^2= £,N^ (-A) |i-Jl A'k-j)

= (l-A^")-! s'!-} (-A) A^k-i-l)^n—X jax

•£(1-0il) N_iMi_i_j

. (l-«iN) A2(N^-i-j-2+u(l-j-D)

♦"ïî:i (i-a2")-i s^;! (-A) K-jI A(k-j):

(i-eii) A2(J-i-(j-i)) ^_^Mi_i_.}
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N-l«i-l,j3

4 : i  c i- i n )

J —  J .  N'^l 1 f  J

+ ( -Al) A ( k-j-l)^ . 2(N+i-j-2+u( i-j-l) ) ^ 1

C(i-=i,)z5:i(-A)^-^

(-A)J = 1

^ 4 : i  ( 1-4il)-

[zili I-A)-) ^2(:-i.u ( j-i)) ,

1-1)^'^ a O^-J*^ a2(j-i+u(j-i))
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i l )  ( 1-6 ( -A ) j -  ^ (  k - j ) % 2 (  j-k+1)

+ (l-5.^)(l-5.^) z4;l (-A)i-j a2(N+i-lc 1) (_1,
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(1-6il) Sjli (i_A^k-2) f,_iMi_i^j

+ (l-6ii)(l-6iN) S“"i j

+ (l-6ii)(l-6î )Ẑ :jr(-A)'--j A<’̂-j'̂  A^i-Z (1-A2N-2K)

+ (1-6ii,) z]%i (-A)^'^ A^^'2 (i_^2N-2R,

2^:^ (-A)li-i-ll a <>^-J-2)2 (l_A2^-2) ^ ,M. , .J--L N-1 1-1,J

+ rr“ :i(l-A2'')-^ (1-6i n ) •

Z"!:" (-A)l^-jl A<k-j)' (1-a 2N-2’̂) A2i-2 „ .J--L N-1 1, J

,(1-a 2'^-2)-1 (l_6ii)(l-A2k-2)gN-l ^.i^.^^.i

+ (1-a 2N-2)-1 ,i.,,^,(.,2i-2„i.^2N-2H,^N-l
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(A2i-2,(l-A2W-2%)(l_6.w)a.K

(1-a 2N-2)-1 6.^

-C6i i (1-a 2«-2) +6iN(l-A2N-2,

+  ( 1 - 5  . ^  ) ( 1 - Ô  ) ( l - A 2 i - 2 + A 2 i - 2 - A 2 i - 2 + 2 N - 2 i , -j

®ik Ci-a 2N-2, [5.^*5.^ + (l-5.^)(l-5.^)]

= ®ik •

Theorem 1 has nov been proven for N = 2 and for N, 
given that it is true for N-1. Therefore, by induction. 
Theorem 1 must be true for all N ^2.



APPENDIX B

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Theorem 2. For of the form given by (3-24) and
N ̂  2, the determinant of is defined by

det(^[p]) (1-B^)^"^ . (B-1)

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is by induction. For 
N = 2, (B-l) can be solved to show that

det(^[j3]) = (1-B) = (1-A^)

which is, by inspection, the correct expression for the 
determinant. Therefore, the theorem is satisfied for N = 2.

From (3-25), it is apparent that set
ting both i and j equal to 1 in (3-27), we see that

N^ll " N-1^11 

for 2. By induction, it must be true that

(B-2)

for N ̂ 1.
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Substitution of (B-2) into (3-28) leads to the conclusion 
that, for N ̂ 1,

• (B-3)

As the inverse of , ^ G ]  can alternately be defined by

JIg ] = (det(^[p]))"l adj(N[p]) = (d e t ( ) )"^ [̂0.]

where adj(^[^]) = is the adjoint matrix of
Now, is equal to the cofactor of and

inspection of (3-24) shows that the cofactor of is the
determinant of . Hence,

NGii = ̂ n=l (1-B*)  ̂= (det(j^pD)  ̂ ( d e t ( ) )

or

det( Jlp]) = (det(^_^[p]) ) (1-B*) . (B-4)

Finally, if Theorem 2 is assumed true for N-1, then

det(j,.j^Cç,])=^N-2 (i.Bk)N-k-l _ (B-5)

Substitution of (B-5) into (B-4) results in

det(^Cç,])=„"-! „N-2

which can be simplified for the final result.
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det(^p]) =TT^:^ (1-B^)^

Theorem 2 has new been verified for N, given that it 
is true for N-1; it was also verified for N = 2. Therefore, 
by induction. Theorem 2 must be true for N >2.



APPENDIX C

TABLES OF POLYNOMIAL FORMS OF . ,M. .IN 1 J J

TABLE 2
POLYNOMIAL FORM OF ^M^ j FOR N = 2

2^1,j
1,1 1

1,2 1

2,1 1

2,2 1
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TABLE 3
POLYNOMIAL FORM OF j FOR N = 3

i» j 3*i,j
1,1 1

1,2 1 + B

1,3 1

2,1 1 + B

2,2 1 + B + B^ +

2,3 1 + B

3,1 1

3,2 1 + B

3,3 1
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TABLE 4
POLYNOMIAL FORM OF j FOR N = 4

i» j 4^i,j
1,1 1

1,2 1 + B +

1,3 1 + B'+ B^

1,4 1

2,1 1 + B + B^

2,2 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ + 2S'̂  + B^

2,3 2 2 4 5 1 + 2B + 2B + 23-̂  + + B

2,4 1 + B + B^

3,1 1 + B + B^

3,2 1 + 2B + 2B^ + 2B^ 4- B*̂  + B^

3,3 2 3 4 5 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B + 2B + B

3,4 1 + B + B^

4,1 1

4,2 1 + B + B^

4,3 1 + B + B^

4,4 1
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TABLE 5

POLYNOMIAL FORM OF j FOR N = 5

j-J_____________________5^i,j_________
1,1 1

1.2 1 + B + B^ + B^
2 3 41.3 1 + B + 2B +B-^+B^

1.4 1 + B + B^ + B^

1,5 1

2.1 1 + B + B^ + B^

2.2 1 + B + 2B^ + 3B^ + Sb "̂ + 3B^
+ 2B® +

2.3 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ + 4B^
+ 3B® + 2B^ + B®

2.4 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 3B^ + 3B^ +■ 2B^
+ B® + B^

2.5 1 + B + B^ + B^

3.1 1 + B + 2B^ + B^ + B^

3.2 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ + 4B^
+ 3B^ + 2Sp + B®

3.3 1 + B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 6B^ + 6B^
+ 6B^ + 4s"̂  + 3B® + B^ + B^°

3.4 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ + 4B^
+ 3B® + 2B^ + B®

3.5 1 + B + 2B^ + B^ + B^
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TABLE 5-Continued

5^i,j
4,1 1 + B +

4,2 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 3B^ + 3B“̂ + 2B^ 
+ B^ + B^

4,3 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ 
+ 3B® + 2B^ + B®

4,4 1 + B + 2B^ + 3B^ + 3b "̂ + 3B^ 
+ 2B^ H- B^

4,5 1 + B + B^ +

5,1 1

5,2 2 3 1 + B + B + B

5,3 2 3 4 1 + B + 2B̂  ̂+ B-̂  + B^

5,4 1 + B + B^ + B^

5,5 1
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TABLE 6

POLYNOMIAL FORM OF ,>1. . FOR N = 6

6^1,j
1,1 1

1.2 1 + B +

1.3 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ + 2b "̂ + B^ + B®
2 3 4 5 61.4 1 + B + 2B + 2B + 2B ■ + B + B

1.5 1 + B + B^ + B^ + b "̂

1,6 1

2.1 1 + B + B^ + B^ + B^

2.2 1 + B + 2B^ + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4B^ + 4B®
+ 3B^ + 2B® + B^

2.3 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 5B^ + 6B^ + 7B^ + 7B®
+ 7B^ + 5B® + 4B^ + 2B^° + B^^

2.4 1 + 2B + 4B^ + 5B^ + 7b "̂ + 7B^ + 7B^
+ 6B^ + 5B® + 3B^ + 2B^° + B^^

2.5 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4b "̂ + 4B^ + 3B^
+ 2b ”̂ + B® + B^

2.6 1 + B + B^ + B^ + B^

3.1 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ f 2B^ + B^ + B^

3.2 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 5B^ + 6b "̂ + 7B^ + 7B®
+ 7B^ + 5B® + 4B^ + 2B^0 f B^^
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TABLE 6-Continued

i'j ePi.j
3.3 1 + B + 3B^ + 5B^ + 3B^ + lOB^ + 13B®

+ 13B^ + 13B® + IIB® + 9B^° + 6B^^
+ 4B^2 + 2B^3 +

3.4 1 + 2B + 4B^ + 6B^ + QB*̂  + IIB^ + 13B®
+ 13s7 + 13B® + lOB^ + SB^O + SB^l 
+ 3B^2 + B^^ + B^^

3.5 1 + 2B + 4B^ + 5B^ + IB^ + 7B^ + 7B®
+ 6B^ + 5B® + 3B^ + 2B^0 + B^^

3.6 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ + 2B“̂ + B^ + B^

4.1 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ + 2b "̂ + B^ + B^

4.2 1 + 2B + 4B^ + 5B^ + 7b "̂ + 7B^ + 7B®
+ 6B^ + 5B® + 3B^ + 2B^° + B^^

4.3 1 + 2B + 4B^ + 6B^ + 9B^ + IIB^ + 13B®
+ 13B^ + 13B® + lOB^ + 8B^0 +
+ 3B^^ + + B^'^

4.4 1 + B + 3B^ + 5B^ + 8B^ + lOB^ + 13B^
+ IBB^ + 13B® + IIB^ + 9B^° + 6B^^
+ 4B^2 + 2B^3 + B̂ *̂

4.5 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 5B^ + SB"̂  + 7B^ + 7B^
+ 7B^ + 5B® + 4B^ + 2B^^ + B^^

4.6 1 + B + 2B^ + 2B^ + 2B"̂  + B^ + B^

5.1 1 + B + B^ + B^ + B^

5.2 1 + 2B + 3B^ + 4B^ + 4b "̂ + 4B^ + 3B®
+ 2B^ + B® + B^
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TABLE 6-Continued

6^i, j
5,3 1+ 2B + 4B^ + 5B^ + TB'̂  + 7B^ + 7B^ 

+ 6B^ + SB® + 3B^ + 2B^° + B^^

5,4 1 + 2B + 3B^ + SB® + 68̂  ̂+ 7B® + 7B® 
+ 7B^ + SB® + 4B^ + ZB^O + B^^

5,5 1 + B + 2B® + 3B® + 4B^ + 4B® + 4B® 
f 3B^ + 2B® + B^

5,5 ? ■ 3 4 1 + B + B^ + B-̂  + B^

6,1 1

6,2 2 3 4 1 + B + B'̂  + B + B^

6,3 1 + B + 2B® + 2B® + 2B^ + B® + B®

6,4 1 + B + 2B® + 2B® + 2B"̂  + B® + B®

6,5 2 3 4 1 + B + B + B'̂  + B^

6,6 1


